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ABSTFACT 

Alternate routing systems with overflow facil
ities are widely used in long (list,,~1''' '' telephone 
networks. In such systems, calls ca~ be switched 
via several routes. A very simple example of an 
alternate routing system, i. e. an overflow sys
tem, is shown in fig. 1. Calls which can not be 
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Fig. 1: Simple example of an overflow system 

switched via the first route (primary group) o
verflow to the final route (secondary group). 

The topic of this paper is the exact calcula
tion of such overflow systems. 

The primary group as well as the secondary 
group of an overflow system can either be a full 
available group, or an ideal grading, or a non
ideal grading. Thus there are 9 possible types 
of overflow systems. An exact solution is given 
for all of these types of systems in case of 
Poisson input, i. e. an infinite number of traf
fic sources. (Exact solutions which are already 
known will only be briefly referred to.) 

Section 1 deals with systems consisting of 
two non-ideal gradings. Section 2 is concerned 
with overflow systems in which one group is an 
ideal grading or a full available group. In 
section 3, systems with ideal gradings and full 
available groups are considered. 

Finally, section 4 treats overflow systems 
with two full available groups and a finite 
number of traffic sources. 
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1. OVER PLOW SYSTEMS CONSISTING ·OF NON-IDEAL 

GBADINGS 

In telephone networks, overflow systems with 
non-ideal gradings are used to a great extent. 
A very simple example of such a system is shown 
in fig. 2. The primary group is a grading with 
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Fig. 2: Overflow system with two non-ideal 
gradings 

nl = 8 trunks and the availability kl = 3 • If 
this group is blocked, calls can overflow to the 
secondary group with n2 = 6 trunks and the 
availability k2 = 4 • 

For the exact solution of the loss Bl in the 
primary group a set of 2n1 linear equations must 
be solved. This method is well known ' [ 1, 2,' 3J. 
Solving such large sets of equations, it is use
ful to apply iterative methods, in particular 
the so-called successive overrelaxation method 
(SOH-method) • 

The total loss Btot (or the traffic R2 over
flowing behind the secondary group, resp.) can 
be calculated according to the same method. For 
this purpose the grading of the primary group 
and the grading of the secondary group can be 
regarded as one total grading with (nl+n2) 
trunks and the availability (kl+k2). 

The loss B2 in the secondary group is then 
found easily as 

( 1 ) 

(From the probabilities of state of the total 
grading the loss Bl can be calculated as well, 
so that only one s e t of equations must be 
solved. ) 

For the system shown in fig. 2 and an offered 
traffic of A = 8 Erlangs the following loss prob
abilities and overflow traffic values are ob
tained : 

Bl 0.3355 
B2 0.1142 

Btot 0.0383 

Ri 2.684 Erlangs 

R2 = 0.)07 Erlangs 

The number of equations increases very rapid
ly with the number of trunks (nl+n2). (In the 



example mentioned above a set of 214 = 16 384 
equations is obtained.) Therefore this method 
can ·only be applied for very small overflow 
systems. 

If, however, one or both groups are ideal 
gradings or full available groups, larger sys
tems can also be calculated. Such systems will 
be considered in the following sections. 

2. OVERFLOW SYSTEMS WITH ONE NON-IDEAL GRADING 

AND ONE IDEAL GRADING (OB FULL AVAILABLE 
GBOUP) 

2.1. Overflow Systems with a Non-ideal Primary 

Grading and an Ideal Secondary Grading 

2.1.1. The System 

This section deals with overflow systems con
sisting of a non-ideal primary grading and an 
ideal secondary grading as shown in fig. 3. 

-------., 
g = gi·g2 : 

______ ....J 

---------., 

g = g2· g i I 
L...-___ ---I ________ .J 

Fig. 3: Non-ideal primary grading with 
ideal secondary gradil~ 

For the following calculation method, equal 
offered overflow traffic to each secondary se
lector group is presumed . This condition is ful
filled if the uniform number of primary and sec
ondary selector groups is determined as follows: 
Let gi be the original number of primary selec
tor groups and g2 that of the secondary selector 
groups . Then the uniform number of selector 
groups in the overflow system has to be 

9 
) , 

91·92 
(2 ) 

where 
(3) 

Primary and secondary selector groups have to be 
arranged such that each combination of a certain 
primary selector group and a certain se c l)nrlary 
selector group occurs just once, as indicated 
schematically in fig. 3. 

2.1.2. The Equations of State 
The trunks in the primary group must be num

bered (in an arbitrary order). Then the grading 
of this group can be described by means of a 
matrix M with the general e l e ment ms j (s=1..kb 
j = 1 •• gi) . The matrix corresponding 'to the pri
mary ~roup in fig. 3 is shown in fig. 4. 

78910 M 

~ 
9 10 

Fig. 4: The matrix M 

234 

5 5 6 6 

7 8 9 10 

I 8 9 10 7 
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As the sta te congestion proba bilities 

5'2 (X2) = (Z~) X2 = 0 , :, "', n2 

( Z~) 
of the ideal secondary grading and the corre
sponding passage probabilities 

(4b) 

are known, it is not necessary to regard all its 
possible 2n2 patterns of established calls; it 
is sufficient to consider the (n2 + 1) different 
global states. 

For the description of the states "free" and 
"busy" of each individual trunk in the primary 
group a set of Boolean variables zi (i = 1 •• nl) 
with the following definition is used: 

zi = 0 if trunk No. i is free, 
zi = 1 if trunk NQ. i is busy. 

The probability that the lines No. 1, 2, ••• nl 
of the primary group have a certain state 
[zl, z2' ••• znl} and that, furthermore, just x2 
trunks are busy in the secondary group is de
noted by P(zl,z2, ••• ,znl; x2). Then the follow~ 
equations of state are obtalned according to the 
principle of statistical equilibrium: 

~ 9; kt 

[L!I+Xt-A- (1-[1- *~1-lTzmS,j)}52(X2)~ ,p(Zt, Z2,.··, ZIl,j X2) 
(=7 j -, s-1 

n, 

- L.!'-Z i)· p( 2
" 

Z2/.",Zi-l/ 1, 2i.,,. .. ,Zn, i X2) 
i-I 

+ (1-IX)·(X2+1) , p(Z"Z2/· .. ,Zn,ix2+1) (Sa) 
g; k, ~ 

+ ~L L 1T 2ms,i ' P(Z, / Z2/".,Zm1,rl/0/Zmr,j+l, .. ·,ZIl,jX2) 

J -1 ~-1 s=1 
g; k, 

+ /3 · f.A2(Xz-l)- :'L lTZms,j'P(Zt,Z21·,,)Zn,i)(2-1)/ , J-' S-1 

where 

X 2 = 0,1,. " n2 , 

Zj = 0,1 for i = 1,2, ... , n1 

()( 1, if x2 = n2 ' else ()( = 0 
(j 1 if x2 > 0 , else (3 = 0 

f 
The product ~ in the fourth row of equation (5a) 
refers to the So1 first ~ outlets k. of a certain 
selector group. The summation 2: . comprises all 
busy-patterns of this selector r"1 group (column 
of the matrix M) where at least the first~ 
outlets are busy. 

The sum of all probabilities P(Zl,z2 , ••• ,znl; 
x2) is equal to one: 

( 5b) 

For the solution of the equations (5a,b) the 
SOB-method is suitable . 

~ The Loss Probabilities 
The overflow traffic R2 (se e fig. J) can 

easily be obtained from the s tate probabilities: 
gl 1 1 1 n2 k, 

R2 = -$;i L L"· L ~2(X2) 'P(Zl,Z2 /" "ZIl'iX2)1Tzms,j 
J-1 Z,-0 Z2-0 Zn,-O x2-l'2 S-1 

(6) 

Analogously the overflow traffic Ri amounts to 
g~ 1 1 1 "2 k, 

R,=!rE ~ L··~ L!>{ZI,Z2, ... ,2n,;xl)1Tz msJ 
J:=l z,=o Z2=0 2 n,-0 )(2 - 0 S-l 

( 7) 

With these values and with the offered traffic A 
one can calculate easily the loss probability Bl 
of the primary group, the loss 82 of the s econd
ary group and the total loss Rtot : 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

E1 7?" (8) A 

B2 ~ (9) " R1 

~iot 
R~ 

(10) A 
2.1.4. Example 

For a " primary grading, as shown in fig. 3, 
and an ideal secondary grading with (n2 = 10, 
k2 = 4) the following values are obtained if a 
traffic of A 8 Erlangs is offered: 

Bl 0.2108 Rl 1.6862 Erlangs 

B2 0.0103 R2 0.0173 Erlangs 
Btot 0.00216 

~he number of selector groups according to eq. 
( 2) and (3) is 

g = 4.(1~) 840 

2.2. Overflow Systems with a Non-ideal Primary 
Grading and a Full Available Secondary 

Group 

Systems of this kind represent the special 
case (k2 = n2) of the systems considered in sec
tion 2.1 (see fig. 5). 

A 

Fig. 5: Non-ideal primary grading with 
full available secondary group 

Regarding that here 

( ) { 
0 f or x2 < n2 ($2 x2 = 1 for x2 = n2 (11) 

the equations 
fied • 

of state can be slightly simpli-

Besides its use in the calculation of over
flow systems this metbod can be applied to the 
exact calculation of special gradings where the 
trunks connected to the n2 last hunting steps 
form a full available subgroup. 

This calculation method reduces the rank of 
the e~ation system to 2n1 • (n2 + 1), instead of 
2n1 • 2 2 in the case of the method for general 
gradings. 
Example. 

For a primary grading as shown in fig. 5 with 
an offered traffic of A = 8 Erlangs and a full 
available secondary group of 10 trunks the values 

B2 0.001378 , B2 = 0.002324 Erlangs 
Btot = 0.000291 

are obtained. 

2.3. Overflow Systems with an Ideal Primary 

Grading and a Non-ideal Secondary Grading 

In such an overflow system (as shown in 
fig. 6), the primary group has the state conges-
tion probabilities (~J) 

G:,(X'1) ~ -n- I .x, = £?1~ ... , nl 
( k~) (12a) 
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Fig. 6: Ideal primary grading with 
non-ideal secondary grading 

and the passage probabilities 
,M.1(X.,) = /f-S..,()(-t) J X1 = 0-1) ... ) n.., (12b) 

As explained in section 2.1.1 the total number 
of selector groups has to be 

In this ' case we get 

9 

(13a) 

(13b) 

Upon numbering the trunks of the secondary 
group, the states of these trunks and the matrix 
of the grading can be denoted as in section 2.1.1. 

Let the probability that just xl trunks are 
busy in the ideal primary grading and that fur
thermore the trunks No. 1, 2, ••• n2 of the sec
ondary group are in a certain state {zl,z2, •• zn2} 
be denoted as P(xl; zl,z2, ••• ,zn2). Then the 
following equations of state are obtained: 

= (1 -Q,) ' (Xl+1) , p(x,+' j Z,} 2 2)"'} Z"2) 

"2 
+ L(1- Zj)' p(x, j Z" Z2, .•. ,Z£-1, 1 ,Z(+,} ... }2"z ) 

i-1 

+ /3 ·Ap.,(x,-1) ' p(x,-1 i Z,} Z2j",,}Z"2) 

( 14a) 

g' ' k ~ 

~'G'(X')L i lf2mJ,j 'P{X,;2,hl ... ,2"\:r"O,Z"'llj+lI ···,Zn2)) 
J-1 f-, J-1 

where 

x, = 0, , , "', n, 

Zi = a,' for i - 7J 2 , ... J n2 

01. = 1 if xl = nl ' else ~ = 0 
(3 = 1 if xl * 0 , else (3 = 0 

with the normalizing condition 
1 'I ., ", 

L L"-L LP(X,j Z,) Z2}"') zn2) = 1 
2,-0 Z2-0 2",,-0 x,-o 

(14b) 

The SOB-method is suitable for solving these 
eq. (14a,b). From the probabilities P(xl; zl, 
z2, ••• ,zn2) the overflow traffic R2 is obtained: 

9;1., 1"1 K1 

.Q2= ~2_ L L"-L, .2!'f(X1)-P(XliZl)22n2niJTzmsJ (15) 
J =1 z,=o 22=0 Z"2-0 x,-t, S-l 

Thp overflow traffic Rl (and the loss B1 , resp.) 
ca:u be determined according to Erlang's inter
connection formula. Then the loss probabilities 
B2 and Btot can be found with eq. (9) and (10). 
Example. 

For an ideal primary grading with (nl = 10; 
k1 = 4) and a secondary grading as shown in fig. 6 
one obtains the following values: 

Bl 0.19938 Rl 1.595 Erlangs 
B2 0.01079 R2 = 0.0172 Erlangs 
B tot 0.00215 



2.4. Overflow Systems with a Full Available 
Primary Group and a Non-ideal Secondary 

Grading 

This type of system is a special case of the 
systems considered in section 2.3. Since in this 

G' (x ) = P f or xl :f n 1 
special case { . 

1 1 1 for xl = nl (16) 

the equations of state (14a) can be simplified. 
This kind of overflow system is realized very 

often in telephone networks with small (and 
therefore full available) primary groups and 
large final groups with limited access. 

The investigation of such systems enables 
detailed studies about the effects of various 
grading structures on the loss probability in 
the case of offered overflow traffic. 

Example. 
Let a random traffic of A = 8 Erlangs be 

offered to a full available ~rimary group with 
nl = 10 trunks and a secondary grading as shown 
in fig. 6. Then the following loss and overflow 
traffic values are obtained: 

0.12166 
0.00992 

Btot 0.00121 

0.973 Erlangs 

0.00965 Erlangs 

3. OVERFLOW SYSTEMS WITH IDEAL GRADINGS AND 
FULL AVAILABLE GROUPS 

3.1. Overflow Systems with Two Ideal Gradings 

Such systems (as shown in fig. 7) can be cal
culated exactly by means of Bretschneider's 

A 

t 

~ B2 

Fig. 7: Ideal primary grading with 
ideal secondary grading 

method [ 4] • For comparison, however, the equa
tions of state shall be mentioned briefly: 

where 

with 

ex 
(3 

0 
0 

[x, + X2+ A· (1- 6',(x,)· G'2(X2»]' P(lt'"lt'2) 

= 

()(·()(,+1) · P(Xl+1,X2) 

~ 13'(x2+1) ' P(X1 ,X2+1) 

+ A"'}J-,(X1-1)' p()(,-l, X2) 

+ A · O·(5,(Xl)·!J.2(X2-
'
) · P(Xl,X2-

'
) , 

X, - 0,1, ... , n, 
x2 = 0,1, ... , n2 

1 if Xl < nl else CX,= 

1 if x2 < n2 else (3 
1 if Xl .> 0 else r 
1 if x2 .> 0 else 0 

the normalizing condition 

(17a) 

0 
0 
0 
0 

(17b) 

Here p(xl, x2) means the probability that Xl 
trunks are busy in the primary group and x2 in 
the secondary group. The equations (17a,b) can 
be solved with the aid of the SOB-method. 
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Example. 
For nl = 10, kl = 4, n2 = 10, k2 = 4, and an 

offered traffic of A = 8 Erlangs one obtain~ • 
B2 0.009506 R2 = 0.01516 Erlangs 
Btot 0.001895 

3.2. Overflow Systems with an Ideal Primary 

Grading and a Full Available Secondary 
Group 

Overflow systems of this kind are a speCial 
case of the systems mentioned in section 3.1. 
Regarding, however, eq. (11), the formulae men
tioned in section 3.1 can be slightly simplified. 

Example. 
For nl = 10, kl = 4, n2 = 10, and an offered 

traffic of A = 8 Erlangs one obtains the values 

B2 0.001278 R2 = 0.00204 Erlangs 
Btot = 0.000255 

3.3. Overflow Systems with a Full Available 
Primary Group and an Ideal Secondary 
Grading 

~ The System and the Equations of State • 
Such systems (as shown in fig.8) could be 

calculated according to the method mentioned in 
A 

tt-Ba) 

(1Bb) 

~ Bl 
Fig. 8: Full available primary group 

with ideal secondary grading 

section 3.1. If, however, eq. (16) is taken into 
account, the equations of state can be simplified 
remarkably, and a new t y p e of equation is 
obtained: 

(X,U'2+A) ' P(Xl,X2) - (X,+1) ' p(X,+l, X2 ) 

+ (X2;:') ' P(X, ,X2+1) 

+ A ,p(X,-1,lt'2 ), (18a) • 

Xl - 0 I 1, ... , n,-l , 

x2 - 0 I 1 , • . , , nz 

[n,+X2+A'JA(X2~'P(n,/X2) - (X2+1) ' p(n, ,X2+1) 

A . p(n,-l, x2 ) 

+ A-1"(x2-7) ' pen, , )(2-1) , 

X2 . - 0,1)''')"2 

with the normalizing condition 

i i P(x,)x2) - 1 
. X,-O X2-O 

and with 
x, < 0, 

)(2 < 0, 
x, :> n" 
)(2 > "2. 

It should be pOinted out that in (18a) 
is no term corresponding to the last term 
(17a) • 

In the following, an explicit solution 
equa tions (18a, b, c) will be derived. 

( 18b) 

(18c) 

(18d) 

there 
in eq. 

of the • 
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• 
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~ Graphic Illustration of the Equations 
of state 

In the following schemes (fig. 9, 10, 11, 12) 
each of the probabilities P(xl,x2) is repre
sented by a crosspoint of a grid as shown in 
fig. 9. 

f 
P(3,2) 

.2 

o 3 4 n, 

x, ---. 

Fig. 9: Representation of the probabilities 
P(xl,x2) by the crosspoints of a grid 

The eq. (18a,b) connect 2, 3, or 4 probabil
ities P(xl,x2) each. These equations are repre
sented in fig. 10, 11, 12 by small graphs which 
connect the points corresponding to the p-values. 
Fig. 10 shows the graph representing eq. (18a) 

X 
2 

o 

x, 
n, 

Fig. 10: Illustration. of eq. (18a) 
for xl = 4, x2 = 3 

for xl = 4, x2 = 3. In fig. 11 some more exam
ples of eq. (18a) are indicated, including the 

r 

o 3 4 n, 

x,_ 
Fig. 11: Illustration of eq. (18a) 

special cases xl = 0, x2 = 0, and x2 = n2. 
Fig. 12 shows examples corresponding to eq. (18b). 

1 

o 3 4 n, 

x,_ 
Fig. 12: Illustration of eq. (18b) 

~ Reduction to a One-dimensional System 
In a first step, the probabilities P(xl,x2) 

can be expressed as a function of the values 
P(O'X2) only. 

For xl = 0 and x2 = n2 eq. (l8a) yields a 
relation between p(O,n2) and p(l,n2) as indi-
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cated in the upper left corner of fig. 11. Thus, 
if the probability p(O,n2) is g iven, also p(l,n2) 
can be calculated, 

For xl = 1 and x2 = n2' eq. (18a) constit.utes 
a relation between p(0,n2)' p{l,n2), and p{2,n2). 
Therefore, knowing p(0,n2) and p(1,n2)' the pr. 
p(2,n2) can be determined, and so forth. 

Obviously all probabilities p(xl,n2) are 
functions of the pr. p{O,n2) only. 

For xl = 0, x2 = nZ - 1 eq. (18a) contains the 
pr. p{O,n2), p{O,n2-1), and p{l,n2-1). Thus, if 
also p(0,n2-1), besides p{0,n2), is given, the 
pr. p{l,n2-1) can be evaluated. With eq. (18a) 
for (xl = 1; x2 = n2-1) the pr. p(2,n2-1) can be 
obtained, etc. 

Thus, all pr. P(x1,x2) can be expressed as a . 
function of only the (n2+1) probabilities p{ 0, 0), 
p(O,l), ••• , P{0,x2)' ••• , p{0,n2)' which are 
situated at the left edge of the grid: 

P(X!, X2) = &7'~ {p(O, D), ''') P(O,X2») .. ·,p(O,n2ij (19) 

If these functions f x1'x2 according to eq. (19) 
are calculated along the method shown above, the 
following expression is found: 

n2 

P(X1; X2 ) = L (-1)r-~'(x~)·S';'X7-1-X2_5P(O, t;) (20a) 

~=X2 
X, = 1, 2, ... I n, 
X2 = 0,1, ... ,n2 

where 
= ~ A

m
-

v 
. (r-1 -+ V) 

5r,m L.. (rn-v)! v J 
(20b) 

v=o r,m ~ 0 

The formula (20a,b) holds true also in the 
special case of a f u 1 1 a v ail a b 1 e 
secondary group (instead of an i d e a 1 sec
ondary g r a din g considered here). In con
nection with the calculation of such overflow 
systems with f u 1 1 available secondary groups 
(see section 3.4), formula (20a,b) has already 
been derived by E. Brockmeyer ( 5] • 

The same formula is obtained in the more 
general case considered here, because the state 
congestion probabilities 62{x2) of the second
ary group, which make the difference between 
these systems, do not occur in eq. (18a) and 
(20a,b). 

~ Reduction to the Probability p{0,n2) 

In this section it will be shown that the pr. 
P{0,x2) can be expressed by the pr •. p{0,n2) with 
the aId of eq. (18b): 

Inserting eq. (20a) into (18b), one obtains 
n2 

A p(X2-/f) 'L (_/f)r-X2+~ (X/4)·/)s. n1+~-1-t;'P(O, 'f) 
~=Xr1 I 

n2 
= [Ap. (X2) +n1 +X2] 2... (- /f)f-X2 (~).$I;, n1+x2- ~ .p{a,~) 

~=XJ. (21) 
n2 

- A· L (-/I) I!- X
2 .(~).S~, n

1
-1+ X2-~' p(O, if) 

!f=x2 

- (X2+1)L (-1l-Xr? (X2~')' Sri n1+~+1- ,(pro, 'S)) 
f'=X2+1 

X2 == 0, '1, "', n2 
or, substituting x2 by (x2+1), 

n2 

p(O,X2) = 1 . ~ (-1)~-Xr'1 p(O/n. 
Ap(~)'SX2, n L

T r==Xi+1 

. ([~(~). (X~)- (X2-:'7)}A ' S'~/n1+X2-S 



Prom the eq. (18a) and (20a) follows for x2 = n2 

( A.+X1 +1?2) ·07_" X,7 = ()(1 +1" Sv> "'_+'7 + k SI? ' XA- 1 
"2 ' '''', .l. ' , 

or, generally (xl ~ rn, n2 ~ r ) : 

( A+rn+rj-Sr;m = (rn+ 1)· Sr,m~ 1 -I- A·Sr:m-l (2)) 

Inserting ea . (23) into (22) for r'= ~ and 
m = nl+x2+1-~, and r egarding that 

(x2 +2)- (X2 ~2) (S -x2 - 1). ~!1) (24) 

onA obtA-ins 

(25) 

(26a) 

or 

p (0, x2 ) = ~ a x2 , If . P ( 0, C; ) ) 

~=X2+1 x2'" O, 1).,.,1?2- 1 

with the abbreviation 

a~z = 

Qnr 1,nz ·p(0}n2 ) (26b) 
P(O' /')2- J) 

p(O,l?r2) 

"p (O,nr3) 

an2-2,n2-7'P(O, n2-7) + a n[2, 1?2 'p(o,n2) 

an -3n _,·p (O}nr2) + an-3n'2-7-r~(o,n2-1) 
~ , 2 £ L ' 

With this set of equations, the values P(O ,x2) 
can be easily expressed as a function of p(0,n2) 
only: P(Ql?r1) bn2- 1 ,p(O,n2) 

p (0, nr2) = bnr2' P (0, n2) 

p (0,0) 
(28a) 

= 
or 

(28b) 

Onr3, n2 +a n2 -3, /')2 -1 ' °nz - 1, 1?2 

(29a) 

+Onr3,n2-2' (On[2,1?2 + an2-2 , l?r 1 'aI?2- 7) 1?2.) 

f'or x2 = 0,1, , •• ) /')2 (2q b) 

with w = n2-~ 
In eq. (29b) all summations in the product of 
the right hand side, having a lower bound 
greater than n2 must be substituted by unity. 
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From the eq. (19) , (28) and (29) one obtains 
n2 

P(X1,X2) = prO, n2) '2-(-1)~-~' (~)·bl;· SS,X1+X2 - 6.. 

/f=x2 x 7 = 0) '1) ... n1 , ()O) 

X2=O) '1) .··n1 

~ The State Probabilities 

The value p(0,n2) can be determined by 
of eq. (18c), or, more conveniently, from 
equa tion AX1 

n2 Xi! = So; X7 L P(x7,X'2) = P1 (x?) = n'1 A ~ 51) /')" ) 
x2=0 LV 

~= O 

Using eq. (31) for xl = 0, one obtains 
n2 

LP (QX) = 
x2==0 

In serting eq. (28b) 
n2 

p (Of n2) L bX2 
><2==0 

or 

~ -1 
= n1 AS S",n1 L. ~! 

i!:=O 

yields 

-1 P" {)(1) 

S1;n1 A X1 

x1.' 

AX1 n2 

x1-, :L bX2 
><2=0 

means 
the 

(J1) 

(32 ) 

(3) ) 

()4) 

From the eq . ()O) and ()4) the solution for 
the state probabilities P(xl,x2) is obtained: 

n2 

L (_1)E:-
X
2. (~)'blE.·Ss x +X"l-~ 

~=~ I 7 ~ 

()S) 

X1 = 0,1) "', f"J1 

X2 "'O,1,,,,)n2 

The overflow traffic R2 amounts to 
n2 

R2 = AL 0(x2)·p(n1)~) 
A2=k.? 

()6) 

The loss 81 (or the overflow traffic R1 , resp.) 
can be calculated according to Erlang's loss 
formula, the loss values B2 and Btot result from 
eq. (9) and (10). 

~ Numerical Computation and Results 

Using the relation 
Sr; m = 0-1, m + S~ m -.., () 7 ) 

the S-polynomials can be evaluated succeSSively 
by addition of two othe r values, starting wi th' 
the numerical values 

and 

Example, . 

Por an overflow system with a full available 
primary group of nl = 10 trunks, an offered traf
fic of A = 8 Erlangs, and an ideal secondary 
grading of n2 = 10 trunks and availability k2 = 4 
one obtains . 

R2 = 0.008889 

Btot = 0.001081 

R2 = 0 .00862S Erlangs 

!,,'or calculating this example, the me thod shown 
here is faster by a factor 35 as compared with 
the SOH me thod. 

~ Extension to Non-ideal Secondary Gradings 

This method can also be applied to overflow 
systems with non - i d e a 1 s e condary 

• 

• 

gradings (see se ction 2.4) if the state conges- • 
tion probabilities 6 2 (x2) are known with suf-



• 

• 

• 

• 

ficient accuracy. For determining ~2(x2)' the 
following approximation formula by U. He rzog 
and oR. Kirsch[ 6 ] can be us ed : 

(38) 

with 
n2- k2 (12 '+~) ktf = k2 - C,' (k2 -S) ---n;-" n2. -C2 °-yk2-6 I 

(39) 
k2. ~ 6 

where cl and c2 are constants which can be found 
by a few simulation runs per grading type,) . 

Example. 
For an overflow system with nl = 36 trunks and 

a secondary group which consists of a so-called 
simplified standard grading (as shown in fig.13) 

A 

~ R, 

YJ'I"SIII'A TTI TI/ 

>~~l 

~ 
Fig. 13: Overflow system with a so-called 

simplified standard grading as 
secondary group 

wi th n2 = 60 trunks and the availability k2 = 10 
one obtains for an offered traffic of A = 80 
Erlangs the value B2 = 0.0752 
(For so-called simplified standard gradings of 
the German Pl'T the constants Cl = 1.26 and 
c2 = 0.32 are valid (6] • The traffic Y2 carried 
in the secondary group was determined approxima
tely for offered overflow traffic.) 

A traffic simulation yields 
B2 = 0.0750 + 0.004 

From this it can be seen that by means of this 
numerical method loss probabilities of high 
accuracy can be obtained even for remarkably 
large secondary groups. 

3.4. Overflow Systems Consisting of 

Two Full Available Groups 

The loss values in overflow systems where the 
primary group as well as the secondary group are 
full available can be easily obtained by apply
ing Erlang's loss formula two times. The prob
ability distribution in the secondary group can 
be calcuiated according to the well known 
analytic solution of E. Brockmeyer ( 5 J • 
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5. OVWERFLOW SYSTEMS WITH TWO FULL AVAILABLE 

GROUPS AND A F IN I T E NUMBER OF SOURCES 

An overflow system consisting of 2 full 
available groups with a limited number of traf-

(X,q 

~ 

Fig. 14: Overflow system with full available 
groups and a finite number of sources 

fic sources is shown in fig. 14. For this system 
the following equations of state are obtained: 

[X1+X2+CI.-(Q-xrXi)]P(X1,X2) = ex. 0 [g-(X,-1)-Xl }p(X,-1j X2) 

+ (X1 +1)- P()(1 + 1, Xl) 

+ (X2+/f}P(X1)X2+1) (40a) 

[n7 rX;? + cxo-J.o(q-n1-x2J]P(x1,X;) = rxlq- (nt- 1)-xl]p(n,-1)Xl) 

+ o<Iq-nr- (J0-1}]p(n1 ,Xr 1 ) 

where 

+J.(X2+ 1)p(n1,X2 +1) 

1-~ = 1 if x2 < n2' else -J = 0 , 

n2 '2 
L L P ( )(1 ,X2) 1 

><',=0 x2=O 

(40b) 

( 40c) 

An analytic solution has been derived also for 
this type of overflow systems. For lack of space, 
however, this solution will be only briefly 
stated here. 

The following expression for the p~obahUit~s 
p(x ,x2), which is similar to eq. (19), can be 

°derived with the aid of generating functions: 

The value p(nl,n2) can be calculated directly: 

n,~~ L (9) 00('{ 
'2-0 'l 

Furthermore, eq. (41) yields 

thus 

Inserting eq . (45) into 
relation 

1],+1]2-

02.,n-7 'L. (i j-eto'l o 
1= 0 

(40b) leads to the 

(43 ) 

(44) 

(45 ) 



where ",J = 1 if x2 < n2 - 1, else -J= 0 
or in a simplified notation 

n2 

P{O/X2) = L a;2JS' p(O/ {) / 
~=X2+1 x2 = 0,-1) ••• ) n2--1 

with the abbreviation 

* a~z = 

where '1.9> = 1 if x < n2 - 1, else 1} = 0 • 

( 47) 

Knowing p(O,n2) from eq. (45), all values 
P(O,x2) can be calculated successively according 
to eq. (47). Then the probabilities P(x1,x2) can 
be easily evaluated by means of eq. (41). 

This results in the following formulae for 
the probabilities P(x1 ,x2): 

(, q ) ",4-n2 n2 
PIx'J~)- n,+n

2 ·ex ."\(--t;J'-J<;. ·b1f 
• (ff) ·'J:. 

(' 7; n14-"'- ~ 1;:2 .!;,xt"x.'l-15 
n2,n1 ' L... (~)-d.? r·x2 (49) 

'l a 0 

where 

.for x2 = ~ ~ ... I n2 
with w :: n2 -X2 

( 50) 

Further one obtains the traffic Yl carried in 
the primary group and the traffic Y2 carried in 
the secondary group, 

n1 n:2 

11 = L L X1'P(X1,X2) 
x, = 0 x2=0 

12 = 1.. L X2'P(X1/ X2) 
X,=O x2= 0 

the offered traffic 

A = rX·(q-Y1-12) 

and the overflow traffics 

(51) ) 

(52) 

( 53) 

( 54) 
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The loss values B1 , B2' and Btot result from eq. 
( 8), ( 9 ), and (10). 

For the variance V of the traffic Y2 carried 
in the secondary group one obtains 

v 

Example. 

n" n2 z.. 2.. (x2-12i· P(X1) x2) 
X1=0 ~-o 

(56) 

For a full available primary group with 
nl = 10 trunks, a full available secondary group 
wI th n2 = 10 trunks, and for q = 40 traffic 
sources with a call intensity ~ = 0.5 each 
the following values are obtained: 

Yl 8.748 Erlangs 

Y2 4.505 Erlangs 
A 13.373 Erlangs 

Bl 0.3458 Rl 4.625 Erlangs 

B2 0.0260 R2 0.120 Erlangs 
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